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Abstract

Background: The promise of Alzheimer’s disease biomarkers has led to their incorporation in new
diagnostic criteria and in therapeutic trials; however, significant barriers exist to widespread use.
Chief among these is the lack of internationally accepted standards for quantitative metrics.
Hippocampal volumetry is the most widely studied quantitative magnetic resonance imaging
measure in Alzheimer’s disease and thus represents the most rational target for an initial effort at
standardization.
Methods and Results: The authors of this position paper propose a path toward this goal. The steps
include the following: (1) Establish and empower an oversight board to manage and assess the effort,
(2) adopt the standardized definition of anatomic hippocampal boundaries on magnetic resonance imaging arising from the European Alzheimer’s Disease Centers–Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
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Initiative hippocampal harmonization effort as a reference standard, (3) establish a scientifically appropriate, publicly available reference standard data set based on manual delineation of the hippocampus in an appropriate sample of subjects (Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative), and
(4) define minimum technical and prognostic performance metrics for validation of new measurement techniques using the reference standard data set as a benchmark.
Conclusions: Although manual delineation of the hippocampus is the best available reference standard, practical application of hippocampal volumetry will require automated methods. Our intent was
to establish a mechanism for credentialing automated software applications to achieve internationally
recognized accuracy and prognostic performance standards that lead to the systematic evaluation and
then widespread acceptance and use of hippocampal volumetry. The standardization and assay
validation process outlined for hippocampal volumetry was envisioned as a template that could be
applied to other imaging biomarkers.
Ó 2011 The Alzheimer’s Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A biomarker is a physiological, biochemical, or anatomic
parameter that can be objectively measured as an indicator
of normal biologic processes, pathological processes, or responses to a therapeutic intervention [1]. Biomarkers used in
the Alzheimer’s disease (AD) field include both imaging
measures and biofluid analytes. Biofluid analytes in this context can refer to proteins in any biofluid, but cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) biomarkers are presently the most well developed [2]. The five most widely studied biomarkers in AD
can be divided into the following two major categories: (1)
Biomarkers of cerebral Ab-amyloid accumulation—these
are increased radiotracer retention on amyloid tracer-based
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging and low
CSFAb (1-42), and (2) biomarkers of neuronal degeneration
or injury—these are elevated CSF tau (both total and phosphorylated tau), decreased fluorodeoxyglucose uptake on
PET in the temporoparietal cortex, and brain atrophy in
the medial, basal, and lateral temporal lobes and the medial
and lateral parietal cortices determined from structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography
[3]. Three of these five major AD biomarkers are imaging
measures, and imaging is the primary focus of this position
paper. Biomarkers are increasingly important in AD in two
contexts: clinical diagnosis/prognosis and therapeutic trials.
Criteria for the clinical diagnosis of AD were established
in 1984 [4]. These criteria have been widely adopted, validated against neuropathological examination in many studies, and are still being used today. A consensus now exists,
however, that diagnostic criteria for AD should be updated
to reflect the scientific advances of the past quarter of a century. One of the most important of these advances is the development of biomarkers for AD. This recognition has
inspired recent efforts on several fronts to revise diagnostic
criteria for AD. The two most well known among these
efforts are those of Dubois et al [5,6] and the National
Institute on Aging (NIA)–Alzheimer’s Association (AA)
[7–10]. The NIA–AA commissioned three workgroups to
revise diagnostic criteria. Each was assigned the task of
defining or revising criteria for one of the three recognized

phases of the disease: preclinical or asymptomatic AD,
symptomatic predementia or mild cognitive impairment
(MCI), and the AD dementia phase [7–10]. Biomarkers
providing evidence of in situ AD pathophysiology are used
in the revised definitions of AD in all three phases of the
disease by the NIA–AA and have also been included in the
criteria of Dubois et al [5,6].
The second major use for biomarkers of AD is in clinical
trials, where biomarkers can be used for several distinct purposes. As an indicator of AD pathophysiological processes,
AD biomarkers may be used for subject inclusion/exclusion—
to ensure study subjects are appropriate for targeting of the
therapeutic mechanism of action or as an enrichment strategy
to improve efficiency of therapeutic trials [2,11]. Biomarkers
also provide a biologically based measure of disease
severity. They can be used as a covariate in outcome
analyses and as safety measures. Finally, an important
application of AD biomarkers in clinical trials is as outcome
measures, in which an effect on the biomarker is sought as
evidence of modification of the underlying pathological AD
process [12–21]. However, because AD pathophysiology is
increasingly being recognized to be very complex and
multifaceted, effects of candidate drugs on some individual
pathophysiological aspects of AD may not necessarily be of
functional or cognitive relevance. Therefore, increasing
efforts are being spent on developing biomarkers which
could serve as surrogate endpoints in clinical trials,
accurately predicting and reflecting clinically significant
outcomes [2,22]. Biomarkers are more objective and reliable
quantitative measures of AD pathophysiological processes
than traditional cognitive and functional outcomes that are
affected by subject motivation and extrinsic factors such as
alertness, environmental stresses, and informant mood and
distress.
The evaluation of the value of biomarkers is different for
therapeutic trials than for clinical diagnosis, but the rationale
and methods to standardize and validate the reliability of the
measures are very similar. Moreover, if an imaging biomarker is used as an inclusion criterion for subjects participating in a clinical trial of a compound that subsequently
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achieves regulatory approval, then it is possible, some would
say likely, that regulators will require the same biomarker to
be approved as a diagnostic to identify patients who are
suitable for treatment. This would then require that the
biomarker, imaging in our case, be easily implementable
in clinical imaging facilities worldwide. Therefore, although
requirements in terms of precision and sensitivity to pathology may vary, issues pertaining to standardization of an
imaging biomarker for use in clinical trials and for clinical
diagnostics are inextricably interwoven.
The potential value of quantitative imaging biomarkers
for both clinical diagnosis and clinical trials is clear, but there
are major barriers to widespread acceptance and implementation. The most substantive barriers have been the lack of
standardized methods for (1) image acquisition, (2) extraction of quantitative information from images, and (3) linking
quantitative metrics to internationally recognized performance criteria. These in turn have impeded the establishment
of cut-points in the continuous range of quantitative values
that can be used in diagnosis and evaluating change in clinical
trials. Standardization of image acquisition for structural
MRI and PET scans has been a major focus of the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) project
[23,24], and ADNI acquisition protocols have become the
de facto standard for clinical trials and could be applied
clinically. In contrast, little progress has been made in the
standardization of techniques for quantitative image
analysis, either in ADNI or in the field in general. This is
particularly true for MRI, where the lack of standardization
has led to publication of values that are highly disparate
across the literature. For example, greater than twofold
differences in hippocampal volume of cognitively normal
elderly subjects have been reported from different centers
[25]. This is unlikely to have a basis in biology and is almost
certainly because of intercenter differences in the measurement tools and the anatomical protocols for delineating the
hippocampus. Likewise, a strong methodological dependence is evident in published rates of hippocampal atrophy.
Threefold differences in rates of hippocampal atrophy have
been reported in elderly controls as well as wide variations
in apparently similar cohorts of patients with AD [26]. For
example, Du et al [27] reported annualized rates of hippocampal atrophy in healthy elderly controls (mean age: 77
years) of 0.8%/yr; Jack et al [28] reported rates of 1.4%/yr
in controls aged 78 years; and Wang et al [29] reported rates
of 2.3%/yr in subjects with a mean age of 73 years. This
strong dependence on the method used and its specific implementation undermine the credibility of the results. Both
newly proposed diagnostic criteria explicitly point out that
extensive work on imaging biomarker standardization is
needed before widespread adoption for diagnostic purposes.
2. Why hippocampal volume?
Qualification or general acceptance of the validity of
a biomarker in clinical trials must rest on a well-

established body of evidence beginning with widespread
agreement that there is clinical significance to the result of
the biomarker and that it can be measured with appropriate
accuracy and reproducibility. Quantitative measurement of
hippocampal volume fulfills these basic criteria. The advantages of hippocampal volume as a target for an initial standardization and assay validation exercise are as follows: (1) The
hippocampus is an anatomically defined structure with boundaries that are visually definable in a properly acquired MRI
scan. (2) The hippocampus is involved early and progressively
with neuronal loss and neurofibrillary tangles, which is one of
the primary hallmarks of AD pathology [30]. (3) A large imaging and pathology literature provides evidence that loss of
hippocampal volume is significant in AD. Numerous studies
have shown the association of hippocampal atrophy with neurodegenerative pathology at autopsy [31–36], with clinical
diagnoses of AD or MCI [37–43], and with the severity
of cognitive disorders and episodic memory deficits because
of AD pathophysiology [44,45]. In addition, longitudinal
measures of change in hippocampal volume predict future
cognitive decline and correlate with contemporary indices of
clinical decline [46,47], and quantitative measures of the
hippocampus predict progression from MCI to AD [48–63].
(4) Fully automated software tools are now available that
can measure hippocampal volume efficiently and
reproducibly [21,37,58,64–71]. Visual rating [72–74],
although convenient and currently used in some diagnostic
settings, does not lend itself to detecting subtle size
differences, lacks precision relative to quantitative methods,
and does not take advantage of the power of current
technology. Formal computer-aided manual tracing of the
entire hippocampus was introduced more than two decades
ago to aid in seizure lateralization [75]. Although manual
hippocampal tracing has been effective for research studies
in different diseases, and still serves as the best available reference standard measure of the hippocampus on MRI [76], it is
time-consuming and requires highly trained operators. Thus,
it is not feasible in routine clinical practice and, owing to its
expensiveness, is impractical in clinical trials. Fully automated hippocampal volumetry using standardized methods
would be a practical alternative to manual methods. Automated hippocampal volumetry has successfully enabled the
discovery of novel genes associated with hippocampal volume
in more than 7000 subjects scanned at multiple internationally
distributed sites. This result supports the assertion that such
methods can be efficiently and reproducibly applied on
a worldwide scale [77]. Furthermore, software methods that
use within-subject registration permit sensitive measures of
volume change over time [51,78]. (5) Although more
complex MRI measures of disease-related atrophy consisting
of combinations of multiple regions of interest might have superior diagnostic properties as compared with hippocampal
volume [79–84], the analysis of hippocampal volume is less
complex than multiple regions of interest approaches;
therefore, a reference standard is easier to generate.
Specifically, the hippocampus can be delineated by hand,
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but the disease signatures of more complex analytic methods
are a result of training and machine learning methods that
would present a further challenge to validate, and are likely
to evolve over time.
Further supporting hippocampal volumetry as a target for
initial AD imaging biomarker standardization and assay validation is the fact that clinical guidelines in many countries
[85,86] dictate that all patients investigated for cognitive
impairment should undergo structural brain imaging to
exclude treatable causes such as tumors and hematoma. An
MRI acquisition sequence that would permit quantitative
analysis of hippocampal volume is easy to include in
a routine clinical MRI examination, only lengthens the
examination by a few minutes, and is currently considered
to be an essential part of a clinically diagnostic imaging
protocol at some centers. Moreover, a significant effort
has already been expended to standardize acquisition
parameters for the high resolution three-dimensional (3D)
anatomical MRI sequence needed for quantitative volume
measures across MRI vendors in the ADNI study [23]. The
ADNI 3D T1 anatomical sequence used for volumetric measurements can be performed in a standardized manner in an
overwhelming majority of imaging centers worldwide.
Finally, there is an ongoing international initiative led by
one of the co-authors (G.B.F.) to establish a reference
standard in hand-drawn hippocampal volumes, which is the
European Alzheimer’s Disease Centers (EADC)–ADNI Hippocampal Harmonization Effort [87,88].
The issue of validating imaging biomarkers for AD
has recently drawn the attention of nonprofit organizations,
including the Radiological Society of North America
(RSNA) and the Coalition Against Major Disease
(CAMD). CAMD is a part of the Critical Path Institute,
a nonprofit public private partnership dedicated to more efficient drug development. Qualification of hippocampal atrophy for use in clinical trial enrichment is being pursued
by CAMD with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA). At a meeting of the RSNA Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers consortium in September 2010, a workgroup was convened to
address the issue of standardizing quantitative imaging of
AD. Among the candidate imaging modalities discussed,
measures of hippocampal volume on structural MRI were
identified as the most widely used in the context of multicenter clinical trials and therefore, were the most obvious
candidates for an initial (exemplar) effort to standardize
quantitative imaging biomarkers. This position paper follows from the recommendations of this RSNA workgroup.
3. Biomarker development
In general terms, three separate steps are required for biomarker development: (1) Assay validation (also called technical or analytical performance validity) to show that, when
following defined standardized procedures, the biomarker
can be measured precisely and accurately compared with
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a reference standard [89], (2) clinical validation to establish
that the biomarker has value for a specific intended task and
context of use, and (3) qualification of the biomarker with
the appropriate regulatory agencies based on widespread
consensus that the biomarker is “fit for purpose” for a particular use. Each proposed task (e.g., diagnostic, prognostic,
outcome) needs to be considered separately. Qualification
of a biomarker for clinical trials may be a stepping stone
to a qualification for its use as a clinical diagnostic. However, the use of a biomarker in clinical diagnosis is distinct
from its use in therapeutic trials, and development may focus
on one or the other first. The use of a biomarker in clinical
trials is at the discretion of the trial sponsor, but mechanisms
have been introduced by which regulatory bodies (e.g., the
U.S. FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research; or the
EMA) qualify biomarkers for use in clinical trials. The use
of a biomarker for clinical diagnosis requires regulatory approval in the relevant jurisdiction (e.g., approval by FDA
Center for Devices and Radiological Health in the United
States; or European Conformity marking in Europe), and
may separately also require approval from healthcare funders for reimbursement.
4. Steps to standardization and validation of
hippocampal volumetry as a biomarker of AD
In the following text, we outline the steps of a proposed
work plan that would lead to standardization of quantitative
(automated or manual) hippocampal volumetry as a biomarker for AD in evaluative studies in the context of clinical
trials and for diagnosis.
1. Establish an Oversight Board to manage the effort and
empower this body with authority to make decisions necessary to assess the results as outlined later in the text. The
Oversight Board should have the following attributes: (a) Include all necessary areas of expertise, (b) be unbiased, (c)
represent academia as well as industry, and (d) be international. All potential conflicts of interest must be fully disclosed. Our recommendation is that this oversight board be
linked to the AA.
2. Identify a standardized definition of anatomic hippocampal boundaries on MRI with the assistance of expert neuroanatomists for use as a reference standard. Anatomic
boundary criteria should be acceptable to the international
scientific community and consistent with use in all neuroscience disciplines. We recognize that for hippocampal volume
measures to be widely used diagnostically in clinical practice and in clinical trials, automated techniques are essential.
However, manual tracing of the hippocampus using a consensus-from-experts approach in accordance with a standardized definition provides the most effective reference
standard to evaluate automated methods. Expert opinion is
an accepted method to create a reference standard. This is
preferable to the alternative, arbitrarily picking one automated method and anointing it as the reference standard,
which would be problematic. Because most, if not all,
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automated techniques rely on some a priori anatomical notion of hippocampal boundaries, such an arbitrary approach
would not reflect a consensus from the scientific community
as a whole and would not result in a reference standard with
broad-based support from all stakeholders. Because an international effort is currently in place with precisely this aim,
leveraging the work of the EADC–ADNI Hippocampal
Harmonization Effort [87,88] is the most logical and
practical approach. The reference standard recommended
by the authors of this position paper is therefore the
manual hippocampal tracing of ADNI subjects, which will
be developed by the EADC–ADNI effort.
3. Establish a reference standard data set based on manual delineation of the hippocampus in accordance with the
standardized definition. The reference standard data set
should have the following attributes:
a. All subjects in the reference database must have given
informed consent for public access under an ethics
board-approved protocol. Compliance with relevant privacy legislation to the jurisdiction where the data were
collected, and permission of a research ethics committee for use of the data should be obtained. In the United
States, the relevant guidelines are those of the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act; however,
other jurisdictions will have different regulations.
b. Access to the database must be straightforward, open,
and readily available.
c. Appropriate subjects, in clinical characteristics and
number, must be included in the reference database—in this case, elderly cognitively normal control,
MCI, and AD subjects diagnosed according to internationally recognized diagnostic criteria.
d. MRI scans must have been acquired with a standardized protocol that is amenable to widespread use.
e. Appropriate clinical metadata must be linked to the
MRI scans and readily available to users, that is, demographics, clinical diagnosis, basic neuropsychology, and longitudinal clinical course.
The subjects, 3D volume T1-weighted images, and clinical data of ADNI represent a data set that meets these criteria. The authors recommend that the EADC–ADNI
harmonization traces or masks of the 1.5-T ADNI magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo data serve as
the hippocampal volume reference standard data set.
4. Extend the reference standard data set to enable a thorough evaluation of technical aspects of MR acquisition on
measurement performance. This includes the effects of
MR vendor, receiver coil type, accelerated acquisition
methods, and field strength. Although the EADC–ADNI
harmonization plan focuses are on 1.5-T data, a significant
portion of neuroimaging in the future will be performed
at 3-T, with acquisition acceleration, and with increasingly
complex coil arrays. The potential effects of these technical
advances on measurement standardization should be
investigated [90].

5. Split the complete sample of traced hippocampi into
balanced training and test data sets for assessing the technical
performance characteristics of new analysis methods. This
would enable automated methods to be trained on a portion
of the reference data and then test performance against an independent subset of the reference data. Careful attention to
the composition of these subsets is important so that age, gender, or clinical variables are not inadvertently unbalanced.
6. Develop standards for reporting measurement units,
including a standardized approach for normalization of
raw hippocampal volume measures. This will include defining correct measures of head size through standardization of
intracranial volume measures. In addition to disease severity, hippocampal volume is affected by other variables that
are easily ascertained such as age, gender, and head size
(taller people tend to have larger brains and thus larger intracranial volume) [91]. Experience indicates that normalization of raw hippocampal volumes for these descriptive or
confound variables improves the performance of hippocampal volumetry in evaluation studies and thus, recommendations for standardized normalization procedures for
adjusting raw hippocampal volumes (e.g., by head size,
age, gender) in the reference data set will be necessary.
7. Define minimum technical performance metrics as
benchmarks to judge new analysis methods [89]. At a minimum, these metrics should include the following:
a. Accuracy with respect to the manually traced reference standard data set. We note that automated techniques will likely not precisely match a manually
traced reference standard. However, a straightforward
mathematical transformation of the output, an accurate automated algorithm to match the reference standard, should be possible. Criteria would need to be set
as to how close the automated method would have to
match the manual tracing for it to be credentialed by
the oversight board.
b. Test/retest precision. This would include not just
numeric precision at the volume level, but also more
exacting indices of area/pixel overlap such as Dice
coefficients.
c. Compliance with regulatory requirements (good clinical practice, FDA 21 Code of Federal Regulations
part 11, European Union Governing Medicinal Products Annex 11 on computerized systems) for any computer systems running these algorithms.
8. Define minimum prognostic performance metrics for
new analysis methods based on benchmarks established
from reference standard data set: We recommend metrics
that predict conversion from MCI to AD within 24 months,
progression of dementia severity at 24 months in patients
with AD, and maintenance of normal cognition at 24 months
in cognitively normal subjects (sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value, receiver operating characteristic [ROC] analysis). This will serve as further assay
validation for new analysis methods.
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Table 1
Descriptive characteristics
Characteristic

All

N
373
Age, years
75 (70, 80)
Female gender, number (%) 136 (36)
Education, years
16 (14, 18)
MMSE
27 (26, 28)
Hippocampal volume, cm3
Method A
6.3 (5.6, 7.1)
Method B
6.3 (5.6, 7.1)
Method C
6.9 (6.2, 7.5)

Stable MCI

AD converter

178
75 (71, 81)
63 (35)
16 (14, 18)
28 (26, 29)

135
75 (70, 80)
51 (38)
16 (14, 18)
27 (25, 28)

6.7 (6.0, 7.4) 6.0 (5.2, 6.6)
6.6 (5.9, 7.2) 5.9 (5.1, 6.6)
7.1 (6.5, 7.6) 6.6 (6.0, 7.2)

Abbreviations: MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.
NOTE. All values are reported as median (inter quartile range) unless otherwise noted. Stable/Converter is defined as progression to AD by 24
months.

9. Empower the oversight board to oversee credentialing
of applications for analysis methods. Although the reference
standard data set can be used to credential new manual
tracers, its primary use is envisioned as a means of validating
and credentialing automated hippocampal quantification
methods for use in therapeutic trials and for new clinical
diagnostic criteria. The board could also make context of
use recommendations based on limitations identified during
the evaluation of a particular method. For a potential hippocampal volume measurement application to be credentialed
by the oversight board, it would have to meet established
technical and prognostic performance benchmarks using
the reference data set described previously.
Ideally, the work plan would follow the aforementioned
timeline, where initial steps would focus on establishing
the reference standard of manual hippocampus traces, generating a standardized approach to volume normalization and
benchmark performance metrics. After the reference standard is established, then the focus likely would be on
evaluation studies and qualifying the reference standard
with the FDA and EMA for diagnostic, prognostic, and outcome use in clinical trials. Standardized acquisition of MRI
scans suitable for hippocampal volumetry are already widely
performed and support from the pharmaceutical industry is
likely. Subsequently, we expect evaluation studies will be
conducted to show the diagnostic value of hippocampal volumetry use outside the context of clinical trials. We wish to
emphasize that the intent of this position paper is not to stifle
existing alternative methods or innovative development of
new methods, but rather to facilitate the development of
widely available implementations of automated hippocampal volumetry methods, and to serve as a template for an initial effort that can then be used for other imaging biomarkers.
5. Illustration
As an example, illustrating the approach discussed previously, we identified 373 ADNI subjects diagnosed as MCI at
baseline who qualified for an analysis of time to progression
to AD. Of the 397 ADNI subjects diagnosed as MCI at base-
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line, 16 had no follow-up visits and eight failed quality control, leaving 373 for this analysis (Table 1). A list of the
ADNI subject identification numbers used in the example
MCI analyses is included in Supplementary Table 1
(http://mayoresearch.mayo.edu/mayo/research/jack_lab/
upload/HippocampStd.doc). All subjects had hippocampal
volume measured in three ways, labeled as methods A, B,
and C. In this exercise, we considered method A to represent
the reference standard data set, and assessed methods B and
C in two ways: technical performance accuracy relative to
the reference standard data set and prognostic performance
in predicting conversion from MCI to AD at 2 years after
baseline. Although the data presented later in the text are
real, and not hypothetical, the specific methods are left undefined because we do not wish to have this position paper misconstrued as evidence that the authors endorse a particular
method for credentialing.
Of the 373 patients, 166 progressed from MCI to AD during follow-up and eight progressed to non-AD dementia,
based on clinical criteria. We also examined a subset of
313 subjects that either progressed to AD at or before the
24-month visit (n 5 135) or had available follow-up through
the 24-month visit without progressing to AD (n 5 178), so
as to evaluate differences in hippocampal volume for those
that progressed at 24 months versus those that remain stable.
Subjects who progressed to non-AD dementia at or before 24
months were excluded from this analysis.
Method B potentially meets two major criteria for credentialing—it is highly accurate in the groupwise and individual
measurement of hippocampal volume relative to method A,
as shown in the table and scatterplots, and it also has essentially identical performance in predicting conversion from
MCI to AD (Fig. 1, Table 2). Method C has a similar prognostic performance in predicting conversion to AD as
method A, as shown in the ROC analysis, but in its current
form might not meet technical accuracy criteria relative to
the reference standard data set. This is how we would
envision the credentialing process would proceed for most
automated applications, with the EADC–ADNI harmonization data set of manually traced hippocampi serving as the
reference standard data set and the oversight committee
setting predetermined minimal benchmark criteria to judge
the performance of individual methods.
One important feature of the process for critically evaluating automated hippocampal segmentation algorithms is
the failure rate. For a variety of reasons, usually related to
poor scan quality, automated algorithms will fail to produce
a plausible result in some proportion of cases in a study.
Taken to the extreme, imagine, for example, a method that
produced perfect predictive results in cases that underwent
successful hippocampal segmentation, but the method failed
99% of the time. The method would score quite well on
prognostic metrics, but would not be practical. A fair and objective approach is therefore needed to penalize automated
segmentation algorithms that fail in an unacceptably high
proportion of cases.
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Fig. 1. Scatterplots of hippocampal volume (cm3) by method. Spearman correlations and P values are shown for each pair.

6. Future efforts
1. Although a position paper is a first step, the objective of
standardizing hippocampal volumetry as an AD biomarker
will require active participation by stakeholders in academia
and industry. The authors’ objective is to see hippocampal

volumetry evolve from its current state, a measure that is
valid only in specific studies or a single institution, to
a universally accepted biomarker with standardized units
of measure. In some cases, this could simply involve having
developers of automated measurement tools directly import
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Table 2
ROC curves comparing prognostic performance of methods A, B, and C for
progression from MCI to AD within 2 years
Area under the ROC curve for each
hippocampal volume method predicting
stable versus converter at 24 months
Method A
Method B
Method C

AUROC
0.675
0.678
0.625

Abbreviations: ROC, receiver operating characteristic; AUROC, area under the ROC curve.

the EADC–ADNI anatomic definition of the hippocampal
boundaries into the atlas of the automated application.
2. Standardizing single time point hippocampal volume
as an AD biomarker is the most logical and readily achievable initial goal; however, the authors recognize that other
more complex topographic structural MRI measures might
be more specific, or ultimately more powerful. The major
difficulty here is identifying an appropriate reference standard if an anatomically based classifier does not conform
to the boundaries of a classically defined anatomic structure
as the hippocampus does.
3. Longitudinal change measures on structural MRI
should be standardized using the approach outlined previously as a template. This could include an extension of the
EADC–ADNI effort to include expert manual tracing of serial hippocampi to create a longitudinal reference standard
data set using the same model as the single time point data
set proposed in this position paper.
4. Fluorodeoxyglucose PET, amyloid PET imaging, and
possibly other MRI modalities (e.g., resting state functional
connectivity, diffusion tensor imaging, and arterial spinlabeled perfusion imaging) are also important imaging biomarkers for AD. Pursuing standardized quantitative metrics
for these imaging modalities is a high priority. The efforts to
standardize, validate, and evaluate quantitative measures in
these modalities could roughly follow the same approach
outlined previously for hippocampal volume.
5. For all imaging biomarkers, future efforts will need to
focus on developing a quantitative score to allow the assessment of individual imaging biomarker measures against
well-developed norms that incorporate other appropriate
covariates, such as age, gender, and head size are for the
hippocampus [91,92].
6. Ideally, diagnostic biomarkers should be evaluated
against postmortem histopathological findings. It is well established that hippocampal atrophy, although being a feature
of AD, is not specific for AD because it occurs in other
conditions [32,93].
7. To optimize the use of biomarkers in new AD diagnostic criteria: future efforts will need to focus on establishing
diagnostic cut-points in the continuous range of quantitative
values to identify normal, abnormal, and indeterminate
levels in individual subjects. For use in clinical practice,
quantitative metrics will need to be developed and then
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tested in clinically typical and representative populations.
Diagnostic biomarkers in AD should function analogously
to those in other diseases where, for example, cut-points in
the continuous range of blood pressure and fasting serum
glucose are universally recognized as useful in aiding the diagnosis of hypertension and diabetes and standardized treatment protocols are based on these biomarker cut-points. For
the purposes of diagnosis in typical clinical settings, cutpoints should be derived from carefully characterized groups
of subjects chosen in such a way that the results can be generalized to the overall population. For example, ADNI subjects were selected to represent a typical AD clinical trial,
with specific inclusion/exclusion criteria. Thus, the results
from ADNI are not generalizable to the overall population
and are not optimal to generate normative data for general
diagnostic purposes. Selecting meaningful diagnostic cutpoints is complicated by the fact the many cognitively
normal elderly subjects harbor significant AD pathology.
Thus, the definition of normal is not straightforward. Consensus guidelines have been established for evaluating and
reporting the clinical utility of diagnostic biomarkers and
should be followed in studies using the results of the assay
validation steps described in this article. In clinical settings,
the sensitivity of detecting AD should exceed 80% and specificity for distinguishing AD from other similar dementias
also should exceed 80% [94]. Standardized reporting of
results should follow standards for the reporting of diagnostic accuracy studies (STARD) criteria [95], and for clinical
settings additional reporting criteria to demonstrate pragmatic utility are needed [96].
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Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
patientid
002_S_0729
002_S_0782
002_S_0954
002_S_1070
002_S_1155
002_S_1268
003_S_0908
003_S_1057
003_S_1074
003_S_1122
005_S_0222
005_S_0324
005_S_0448
005_S_0546
005_S_0572
005_S_1224
006_S_0675
006_S_1130
007_S_0041
007_S_0101
007_S_0128
007_S_0249
007_S_0293
007_S_0344
007_S_0414
007_S_0698
009_S_1030
010_S_0161
010_S_0422
010_S_0904
011_S_0168
011_S_0241
011_S_0326
011_S_0362
011_S_0856
011_S_0861
011_S_1080
011_S_1282
012_S_0634
012_S_0917
012_S_0932
012_S_1033
012_S_1165
012_S_1175
012_S_1292
013_S_0240
013_S_0325
013_S_0860
013_S_1120
013_S_1186
013_S_1275
014_S_0169
014_S_0557
014_S_0563
014_S_0658
016_S_0354
016_S_0702
016_S_0769
016_S_1028
016_S_1092
016_S_1117
016_S_1121

mridate
7/17/2006
8/14/2006
10/10/2006
11/28/2006
12/14/2006
2/14/2007
9/12/2006
12/4/2006
12/4/2006
12/6/2006
2/21/2006
3/30/2006
5/4/2006
6/15/2006
6/20/2006
1/23/2007
8/31/2006
11/30/2006
10/21/2005
12/20/2005
1/16/2006
3/2/2006
3/14/2006
3/31/2006
5/22/2006
7/7/2006
11/1/2006
1/19/2006
11/30/2006
12/7/2006
2/10/2006
3/10/2006
3/20/2006
3/28/2006
9/15/2006
9/27/2006
11/22/2006
2/9/2007
6/16/2006
12/1/2006
9/20/2006
11/16/2006
12/28/2006
1/5/2007
3/1/2007
3/20/2006
4/19/2006
9/21/2006
11/22/2006
1/29/2007
2/22/2007
2/7/2006
5/31/2006
7/5/2006
7/25/2006
5/5/2006
7/24/2006
8/2/2006
11/2/2006
12/11/2006
12/1/2006
12/6/2006
(Continued )

Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
(Continued )
patientid
016_S_1138
016_S_1326
018_S_0057
018_S_0080
018_S_0087
018_S_0103
018_S_0142
018_S_0155
018_S_0406
018_S_0450
021_S_0141
021_S_0178
021_S_0231
021_S_0273
021_S_0276
021_S_0424
021_S_0626
022_S_0004
022_S_0044
022_S_0544
022_S_0750
022_S_0924
022_S_0961
022_S_1097
022_S_1351
022_S_1366
022_S_1394
023_S_0042
023_S_0126
023_S_0217
023_S_0331
023_S_0376
023_S_0388
023_S_0604
023_S_0625
023_S_0855
023_S_0887
023_S_1046
023_S_1104
023_S_1126
023_S_1247
024_S_1393
024_S_1400
027_S_0116
027_S_0179
027_S_0256
027_S_0307
027_S_0408
027_S_0417
027_S_0461
027_S_0485
027_S_0644
027_S_0835
027_S_1045
027_S_1213
027_S_1277
027_S_1387
029_S_0878
029_S_0914
029_S_1038

mridate
12/28/2006
3/1/2007
11/17/2005
12/29/2005
12/22/2005
1/5/2006
1/19/2006
2/23/2006
4/20/2006
5/4/2006
1/23/2006
2/10/2006
2/28/2006
3/14/2006
3/17/2006
4/20/2006
6/29/2006
9/22/2005
11/3/2005
5/17/2006
8/7/2006
9/27/2006
10/20/2006
11/30/2006
3/16/2007
3/28/2007
5/29/2007
10/31/2005
2/8/2006
2/21/2006
3/23/2006
4/3/2006
4/10/2006
6/2/2006
6/23/2006
9/5/2006
9/20/2006
11/6/2006
11/15/2006
12/5/2006
1/31/2007
3/13/2007
5/8/2007
1/27/2006
2/24/2006
3/21/2006
4/6/2006
5/10/2006
5/12/2006
6/2/2006
5/8/2006
6/16/2006
9/11/2006
11/3/2006
1/19/2007
2/9/2007
2/26/2007
9/15/2006
12/18/2006
11/21/2006
(Continued )
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Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
(Continued )

Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
(Continued )

patientid

patientid

029_S_1073
029_S_1215
029_S_1218
029_S_1318
029_S_1384
031_S_0294
031_S_0351
031_S_0568
031_S_0821
031_S_0830
031_S_0867
031_S_1066
032_S_0187
032_S_0214
032_S_0718
032_S_0978
033_S_0511
033_S_0513
033_S_0514
033_S_0567
033_S_0723
033_S_0725
033_S_0739
033_S_0906
033_S_0922
033_S_1116
033_S_1279
033_S_1284
033_S_1309
035_S_0033
035_S_0204
035_S_0292
035_S_0997
036_S_0656
036_S_0673
036_S_0748
036_S_0869
036_S_0945
036_S_0976
036_S_1135
036_S_1240
037_S_0150
037_S_0182
037_S_0377
037_S_0501
037_S_0539
037_S_0552
037_S_0566
037_S_0588
037_S_1078
037_S_1225
037_S_1421
041_S_0282
041_S_0314
041_S_0446
041_S_0549
041_S_0598
041_S_0679
041_S_0721
041_S_1010

mridate
11/21/2006
1/19/2007
1/23/2007
2/17/2007
3/28/2007
3/16/2006
4/18/2006
5/22/2006
8/30/2006
9/13/2006
9/20/2006
11/10/2006
2/13/2006
2/20/2006
7/12/2006
10/16/2006
6/1/2006
5/18/2006
5/18/2006
5/17/2006
7/14/2006
7/20/2006
7/19/2006
9/25/2006
9/26/2006
11/21/2006
2/12/2007
2/12/2007
2/8/2007
11/22/2005
2/14/2006
3/22/2006
11/29/2006
7/7/2006
7/21/2006
8/10/2006
10/30/2006
10/25/2006
12/12/2006
12/27/2006
2/13/2007
2/1/2006
2/14/2006
5/2/2006
5/23/2006
6/15/2006
5/24/2006
6/13/2006
11/28/2006
11/29/2006
1/24/2007
8/27/2007
4/19/2006
3/28/2006
5/2/2006
6/13/2006
6/16/2006
7/20/2006
9/14/2006
12/12/2006
(Continued )

041_S_1260
041_S_1411
041_S_1412
041_S_1418
041_S_1420
041_S_1423
041_S_1425
051_S_1040
051_S_1072
051_S_1131
051_S_1331
052_S_0671
052_S_0952
052_S_0989
052_S_1054
052_S_1168
052_S_1346
052_S_1352
053_S_0389
053_S_0507
053_S_0621
053_S_0919
057_S_0464
057_S_0839
057_S_0941
057_S_0957
057_S_1007
057_S_1217
057_S_1265
057_S_1269
062_S_1182
062_S_1294
062_S_1299
067_S_0038
067_S_0045
067_S_0077
067_S_0098
067_S_0176
067_S_0243
067_S_0284
067_S_0290
067_S_0336
067_S_0607
068_S_0401
068_S_0442
068_S_0476
068_S_0478
068_S_0802
068_S_0872
072_S_1211
073_S_0518
073_S_0746
073_S_0909
082_S_0832
082_S_0928
082_S_1119
094_S_0434
094_S_0531
094_S_0921
094_S_1015

mridate
2/1/2007
7/16/2007
6/25/2007
7/27/2007
9/24/2007
8/3/2007
8/6/2007
10/31/2006
11/24/2006
12/15/2006
4/13/2007
7/5/2006
10/19/2006
11/14/2006
11/28/2006
12/8/2006
3/13/2007
3/6/2007
4/20/2006
5/15/2006
6/12/2006
10/16/2006
5/17/2006
9/20/2006
10/11/2006
10/18/2006
10/25/2006
1/31/2007
1/31/2007
1/31/2007
1/17/2007
2/15/2007
2/20/2007
11/10/2005
11/16/2005
12/21/2005
1/30/2006
4/3/2006
3/9/2006
3/17/2006
3/28/2006
5/4/2006
6/27/2006
4/25/2006
5/9/2006
5/11/2006
5/16/2006
8/25/2006
10/24/2006
3/9/2007
9/11/2006
11/30/2006
10/2/2006
8/30/2006
9/29/2006
12/7/2006
4/20/2006
5/16/2006
10/2/2006
10/30/2006
(Continued )
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Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
(Continued )

Supplementary Table 1
List of ADNI subject ID numbers used in the example MCI analyses
(Continued )

patientid

patientid

094_S_1188
094_S_1293
094_S_1314
094_S_1398
094_S_1417
098_S_0160
098_S_0269
098_S_0667
099_S_0051
099_S_0054
099_S_0060
099_S_0111
099_S_0291
099_S_0551
099_S_0880
099_S_1034
100_S_0006
100_S_0296
100_S_0892
100_S_0930
109_S_0950
109_S_1114
109_S_1183
109_S_1343
114_S_0378
114_S_0410
114_S_0458
114_S_1103
114_S_1106
114_S_1118
116_S_0361
116_S_0649
116_S_0752
116_S_0834
116_S_0890
116_S_1243
116_S_1271
116_S_1315
121_S_1322
121_S_1350
123_S_0108
123_S_0390
123_S_1300
126_S_0708
126_S_0709
126_S_0865
126_S_1077
126_S_1187
127_S_0112
127_S_0393
127_S_0394
127_S_0397
127_S_0925
127_S_1140
127_S_1419
127_S_1427
128_S_0135
128_S_0138
128_S_0188
128_S_0200

mridate
12/28/2006
3/12/2007
2/26/2007
5/3/2007
7/16/2007
1/28/2006
3/4/2006
6/24/2006
11/15/2005
11/16/2005
12/7/2005
1/18/2006
3/9/2006
5/18/2006
10/5/2006
11/2/2006
11/15/2005
4/3/2006
10/16/2006
10/3/2006
10/25/2006
12/27/2006
1/3/2007
3/20/2007
4/4/2006
4/18/2006
5/9/2006
11/29/2006
11/21/2006
12/8/2006
4/27/2006
7/24/2006
8/16/2006
9/29/2006
1/22/2007
2/7/2007
2/21/2007
3/8/2007
3/2/2007
3/9/2007
2/1/2006
4/11/2006
3/8/2007
7/17/2006
7/26/2006
11/6/2006
12/6/2006
1/17/2007
1/13/2006
4/12/2006
5/17/2006
5/15/2006
10/30/2006
12/14/2006
7/23/2007
8/20/2007
1/26/2006
1/25/2006
2/6/2006
2/13/2006
(Continued )

128_S_0205
128_S_0225
128_S_0227
128_S_0258
128_S_0608
128_S_0611
128_S_0715
128_S_0770
128_S_0947
128_S_1043
128_S_1088
128_S_1148
128_S_1406
128_S_1407
128_S_1408
129_S_1204
129_S_1246
130_S_0102
130_S_0285
130_S_0289
130_S_0423
130_S_0449
130_S_0505
130_S_0783
131_S_0384
131_S_0409
131_S_1389
132_S_0987
133_S_0629
133_S_0638
133_S_0727
133_S_0771
133_S_0792
133_S_0912
133_S_0913
133_S_1031
136_S_0107
136_S_0195
136_S_0429
136_S_0579
136_S_0695
136_S_0873
136_S_0874
136_S_1227
137_S_0158
137_S_0443
137_S_0481
137_S_0631
137_S_0668
137_S_0669
137_S_0722
137_S_0800
137_S_0973
137_S_0994
137_S_1414
137_S_1426
141_S_0697
141_S_0851
141_S_0915
141_S_0982

mridate
2/10/2006
2/15/2006
3/2/2006
4/6/2006
6/1/2006
6/8/2006
7/18/2006
7/28/2006
10/6/2006
11/15/2006
12/7/2006
12/18/2006
5/18/2007
6/6/2007
7/27/2007
2/15/2007
2/6/2007
12/28/2005
3/22/2006
3/13/2006
5/30/2006
11/2/2006
7/25/2006
8/17/2006
3/27/2006
4/25/2006
3/16/2007
3/21/2007
6/23/2006
6/26/2006
9/7/2006
9/5/2006
8/25/2006
10/9/2006
12/27/2006
10/31/2006
2/17/2006
3/13/2006
6/14/2006
6/29/2006
9/18/2006
10/2/2006
11/6/2006
2/6/2007
2/14/2006
6/15/2006
5/11/2006
6/16/2006
8/7/2006
7/21/2006
7/26/2006
8/14/2006
11/15/2006
11/1/2006
8/1/2007
9/7/2007
8/21/2006
9/26/2006
11/19/2006
11/15/2006
(Continued )
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(Continued )
patientid

mridate

141_S_1004
141_S_1051
141_S_1052
141_S_1231
141_S_1244
141_S_1245
141_S_1255
141_S_1378
941_S_1295
941_S_1311
941_S_1363

12/2/2006
12/28/2006
11/26/2006
2/18/2007
2/18/2007
1/29/2007
2/3/2007
3/26/2007
2/9/2007
3/2/2007
3/12/2007
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